
Contact Information

By the questions about the Pokrov Movement contact Archipokrovitel Nikolai

  

If you have questions about the Pokrov Movement you can contact Archipokrovitel Nikolai

  

If you would like to ask the question which can be asked by others or maybe it is interesting and
useful other people,  please find it on our forum  or ask this question straight to Archipokrovitel
Nikolai .

  

  

If you need a personal and quick answer, you can register on our website or in the dating
section, and write straight to user "Pokrov".

  

The most slower answer you can get by sending the message on the email pokrov@pokrov.co
m.  (email is
checked once a week)

  

  

The mailing address

  

Archipokrovitel Nikolai

  

510 Brighton Beach Ave P.O. Box 145
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Contact Information

Brooklyn NY 11235 USA

  

  

Telephone: 1-212-470-3903

  

  

You can write or call me on Skype pokrov22com

  

  

  

By the questions about the website: advertisement, wishes, comments and complaints,
Link-exchange.
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Contact Information

Hosting Administrator:

  

If you need to get a quick response, you can register on our website and send a message to
"Hostadmin". The slower response you can get by sending a message to the E-mail (E-mail is
checked 1 time per week)

  

E-mail: admin@pokrov.com

  

  

About the website: registration, the publication of materials on the site.

  

  

Site Administrator:

  

If you would like to ask the question which can be asked by others or maybe it is interesting and
useful other people,  please find it on our forums  or ask the question straight to the administra
tor of the website.
or ask this question straight to site administrator. If you need a quick answer personal, register
on our website and send a message to "noadmin". The slower response can be obtained by
sending a message to E-mail (E-mail is checked 1 time per week)

  

E-mail: russian@pokrov.com
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